WCPSC Team Kit Policy
A more comprehensive range of items, including Team Manager, Officials and Supporter items will
be available soon, but our current kit policy for swimmers is stated below:
WCPSC Swim Caps
Competition: Must wear a Winchester City Cap for competing either normal silicone or bullet
options.
Training: WCPSC Swim Caps/Hats are encouraged to be worn at all training sessions. They must be
worn at media events, or when we are training alongside the public, other swimming activities.
Team Kit
Training T-Shirt
This is the core item of team kit. Swimmers will be expected to wear these on poolside during
competitions. These can be personalised with names on the back. Ideally we would prefer these to
be Surnames e.g. HARRISON. or where there are more than one swimmer the same surname could
be M. HARRISON. If swimmers would prefer first names then this is fine, but we request that there
be no nicknames. This will add to our professional presentation as a team. If there is one item of kit
to get this T-shirt is the one for swimmers to allow ourselves to present as a united team.
Polo T-Shirt
A black short sleeved collared shirt, with embroidered logo on the chest. This can also be
embroidered with Initials on the opposite side to the team logo underneath the "Surridge logo". The
polo shirt will be worn by squads at various times throughout each season, for arrival at meets,
photo shoots and for medal ceremonies, etc
WCPSC Shorts
The black team Shorts are to be used at competitions, during land training sessions and for photo
occassions. In hot venues, we expect them to be more commonly used than the Tracksuit Trousers.
The swimmer's initials can be put above the Surridge logo.
WCPSC Tracksuit Trousers
The Tracksuit Trousers are a necessary item for all swimmers, for arriving at a competition and for
wearing during a meet, If preferable to the shorts. Initials can be put below the Surridge logo.
WCPSC Hoodie
This item of kit is expected to be used for arrival at competitions and on poolside if/when needed poolside temperatures usually call for a t-shirt only. Swimmers have the option of their names being
embroidered on the opposite side to the team logo. Hoodie's should not be worn for presentations
at competitions.

WCPSC Performance Top
This is a great alternative to the Hoodie and coupled with the tracksuit bottoms makes a tracksuit.
This is great for swimmers to travel to competitions, or to wear on poolside. It will also be worn
during competition presentations and media opportunities.
WCPSC Rain Jacket
This item is of invaluable use on those cold winter mornings and during bad weather on those
Monday night runs! There is the option to have initals of the swimmer on the opposite side of the
chest to the Team logo.
WCPSC Beanie Hat
This item is invaluable on the cold mornings, travelling to and from the pool and school. It is
important for swimmers to keep their heads warm. This can also look good as a fashion item to
travel to competitions and even on poolside.
WCPSC Rucksack
A Blue Seventy 40L Rucksack with separate compartments for wet and dry items. 2 x drinks holders,
3 x additional smaller pockets, including one for headphones. Rucksacks can have Initials printed on
the front. A Rucksack is a must for all swimmers to contain their swimming kit, for competitions and
training sessions.

Please note that all WCPSC swimmers who have finished competing, or who are not competing in a
particular session at a meet, but wish to stay poolside with the team must also comply with this kit
policy.
It is envisaged that all swimmers competing for the team will purchase a training t-shirt as this is the
team kit to be worn on poolside.
We hope that swimmers will also purchase other items of kit, but appreciate that this maybe done
over time. In the meantime, all swimmers competing for the team must wear plain black shorts or
tracksuit bottoms on poolside.
NO Colourful Board shorts, or hot pants will be allowed to be worn whilst representing the team.

